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KO 125/1L - box with cover V 125/1

item conf. description EAN
pcs

KO 125/1L

NA
the screws for fixing the lid and the screws for fixing to plasterboard are installed in the box, individual boxes
together with the lid are packed in shrink wrap

1; 27 8595057668652

ST
the box fitted with screws for fixing to plasterboard, the lid screwed onto the box, each box provided with a label
with a barcode

18 8595057699441

 A large number of knockouts for inserting cables and pipes.

 Possibility to install the support trunking TS 35.

 Possibility to set the lid in a horizontal position.

 Possibility to break the sidewall for easier cable handling.

 Outer side of the bottom contains holes for marking drill holes.

 Mounting screws are fitted with a triple thread for quick installation.

KT 250/L - box with cover VKT 250/L

item conf. description EAN
pcs

KT 250/L

NB
the screws for fixing the lid and the screws for fixing to plasterboard are installed in the box, individual boxes
together with the lid are packed in shrink wrap

1; 12 8595057618640

ST
the box fitted with screws for fixing to plasterboard, the lid screwed onto the box, each box provided with a label
with a barcode

12 8595057699458

 A large number of knockouts for inserting cables and pipes.

 Possibility to install the support trunking TS 35.

 Possibility to set the lid in a horizontal position.

 Possibility to break the sidewall for easier cable handling.

 Outer side of the bottom contains holes for marking drill holes.

 Mounting screws are fitted with a triple thread for quick installation.
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